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Sinclair Oil Corp. v. BP l ~ l i n e s  (Norlh Amfrtca),  Inc. 
Order  on Certified Question 

107 FERC ¶ 61,006 (2004) 

The Presiding ALJ certified this question to the Commission: 

Should BP Pipelines (North America), Inc. (BP), under the circumstances of  this 
proceeding, be required to calculate actual costs and design rates that should have been in 
effect during the reparations period for the Western Corridor pipeline utilizing the 
Opinion 154-B trended-original-cost oil pipeline rate method. (at 61,017). 

In determining that the ALJ may require BP to prepare a cost-of-service study, the 
Commission evaluated the foll'owing issues: (1) BP was the respondent and, as such, did 
not have the burden of  proof on the '~just and reasonable" issue and (2) BP was defendin 8 
the reasonableness of  its transportation charges under the provisions of  18 C.F.R. § 342.2 
(b), not under the theory that its cost calculations supported the reasonableness of its 
charges. ~ld. at 61,018). 

The Commission concluded that BP's status as respondent did not exempt it from 
supplying evidence that was obviously under its exclusive control, i.e. the records 
necessary to calculate BP's costs. The Commission recognized that though "Sinclair 
ha[d] the ultimate burden", it could not be expected to "produce all material ~ r t i n g  
its claim when it is not in possession of  certain information necessary to its claim." (at 
61,018). With regard to BP's claim that it did not have the cost records to prepare a cost. 
based calculation, the Commission agreed with the ALJ's statement that "oil pipelines 
can be required to perform analyses based on the 154-B methodology for retrospective 
rate examination where r e ~ o n s  are required in case-specific situations." (at 61,018). 
The ultimate need for the cost study was dependent upon Sinclair's showing of  eligibility 
for reparations. 

With regard to the second issue, the Commission found that a rate "could be 
challenged under section 13(1) of the interstate Commerce Act as to whether it is not just 
and reasonable, without regard to how the rate was established initially." (at 61,018). 
The Commission stated that developing a cost of  service for a particular pipeline is the 
first step in determining whether a rate is the proper one. (at 61,019). 

In addition to answering the certified question, the Commission also 
recommended that the AI_J deny BP's  motion to dismiss. BP filed the motion claiming 
that Sinclair was unable 1o seek reparations because i1 was not the shipper of  the oil it 
purchased, and therefore, not in privity with BP. BP relied on the Commission's decision 
in Bie West Oil C~. v. Frontier Pineline Co., 106 FERC 1 61,171 (2004). (at 61,019). 
The Commission found that it was the ALJ's responsibility to determine if  Sinclair met 
the "shipper" requirement or, in the alternative, i fBP ' s  refusal to allow companies other 
than its own marketing affifiates to use the pipeline constituted a "discriminatory denial 
of Sinclair's access to the Western Corridor." (at 61,019). 
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Sinclair Oil Corporat~n v. BP Pipeline= (North America), Inc., Docket No. OR02-6-002 

[61,017] 

rlet,006] 

Sinclair Oil CorporaUon v. BP Pipelines (North America), Inc., Docket No. OR02-6-002 

Order on Certified Question 

(Issued April 7, 2004) 

Before Commlnlomm=: Pat Wood, III, Chairman; Nora Mead Brownell, Joeeph T. Kelllher, and Suedeen G. 
K=ly. 

1. On March 8, 2004, the Presiding Adrn~isUaltve Law Judge (N.J) certified a question to the Commission 
pursuant to Rule 714 of the C ~ n ' s  Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R..¢1385.714.1 The question 
certified to the Commission was: 

Should BP Pipelines (North America), Inc., under the circumstances of this proceeding, be required to 
calculate actual co6ts and design miss that should have been In effect during the r e p a r a t ~  pen~ ~ ~ 
Western Corridor I~peline utilizing the Opinion No. 154-B trended-ortglnal-ca6t oli pipeline rate method. 

2. For the reasons discussed below, the ALJ may require BP Pipelines (North Arnedca), Inc. (BP) to calculate a 
c ~ t  of se~ice to determine the proper rate level for the relevant pedod, if the ALJ determines that reparations 
may be available to Sinclair Oil C o ~  (Sinclair) as relief in Ibis proceeding. 

B~ . k l /mu~  

3. Sinclair is a purchaser and k-,dependent refiner of crude oil, and it uses common career pipelines, such as 
file We~Rem Corridor systm~ to b'ansport cnJde oil to its mf.lerkm. The Western Conldor ~ ~ m  
transports cnxle oil from the Canadian border to destinations in Wyoming, Montana and Cok)rado. Sinclair 
asserted that, for rnore than two yeans, ithad ptm:hasecl, at a ckHivered price at the destJrmtJon point, in excess of 
100,000 barrels per month of cnxle oll that was Ixoduced In Canada, and the purchased oll was tmns~ort~ by 
ofi~em on the We~ern Corridor sy~em for de,very to Sindeir at the d e ,  nation point. 

4. BP had an in t~u t  in Itm Western Cont:lor system until March 1, 2002, when Rocky Mountain P~ae~lne 
System, LLC (Rocky Mountain) acquired BP's Interest in the Wutem Corridor system, adopted BP's tariffs, and 
later filed Its own tariff. 

5. On April 15, 2002, alter Rocky Mountain acquired BP's intl~rest in the Western Corridor, Sinclair filed its 
Com~int  in this proceeding against both BP and Rocky Mountain. The Complaint induded allegations that the 
transportabon charges to 8inc~ir for tmnsportat~n o~ the Wutem Gorrid~ of the orude oil it had purchased were 
unjust and unreasonable and discdrntnatory in violation of Sec~on 13(1) of the Interstate Commerce Act (ICA). 
Sinclair also claimed injury resullJng from allegedly being blocked from access to the Western Corridor system for 
transporting Canadian sweet crude at the Canadian border as a shipper. 

6. Sinclair asserted that a co6t-of-service analysis has never been fired for the Western Corridor system. 
Sinclair stated that when the first tariff was published in 1996 by Amoco, a predecessor of BP, Amoco filed an 

h b e c~hc e c b  h g h  e 
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affidavit indicating that the rate was agreed to by an unaffiliated shipper who intended to use the rate, and thus 
the in~al rate was established pursuant to §342(b) of the Commission's regulations, without a cost-of-service 
analysis. Since that time, the rate has been continued without a cost-of-se~ce analysis. 

7. Sinclair also contended that BP and its predeceseor Amoco, operated the Western Corridor System to 
effen0vely foreclose independent shippers from using that line. As a result, claimed Sinclair, the only way in which 
an independent shipper such as Sinctair could obtain Canadian crude that had to be transported on the Wastem 
Corridor was by purchasing it on a delivered basis at the dastination point from affiliates of Amoco and BP in 
Canada. Sinc/air asserted that it suffered substantial monetary loss, damage, and injury as a result of BP end 
Amoco's precluding it from using the Western Corridor as a direct shipper, and being forced to pay unjust and 
unreasonable rates for crude oil shipped to it on the Westem Corridor line. 

8. The Commission issued an order setting the complaint for hearing. 2 Thereafter, Sinclair and Rocky Mountain 
reached a settlement, end Sinclair withdrew its Complaint as to Rocky Mountain. Sinclair did not withdraw the 
c/aim against BP for reparations for the portion of the two-year period prior to the filing of the complaint when BP 
had an ownership interest in the Westem Corridor. 

D / l o r e  

9. In seffing the complaint for hearing, the Commission stated that the core issue presented was SindaiYs 
cont~tion that the ~ cha~ged on the Western Com~or are not just and ~ .  In the Order on 
Rehearing, the Commission stated that although Sinclair had withdrawn its 

ls~,otsj 

complaint against Rocky Mountain, Sindair's claims against BP remain to be addressed, including its claim for 
reparations assuming "Sind~r has presented any basis for the proceeding to go forward solely against BP. "3 The 
answer to tnat in rum depends upon whether Sinclair can be considered a shipper on the V ~  Corridor 
system ano thus eligible for reparations from having paid unjust and unreasonable mtas, and in the alternaUve, 
whether Sinclair is eligible for reparations for injury rasulting from having beert denied access as a shipper to the 
Wastem Corridor system. 

10. Under 18 C.F.R. 6342.2, e pipa~ne may justify an initial rate for new service using one of two methods. A 
pipeline may either. (1) file cost, revenue, end throughput data supporting the proposed rate pursuant to §342.2 
(a); or (2) pursuant to ~342.2(b), f i l l  a sworn statement that the proposed rate is agreed to by at least one non- 
affiliated person who intends to use the service. However, if e pmteat to an inltiaJ rate proposed under §342.2(b) 
is filed, the carrier must seek juatiflcatton under §342.2(a). Moreover, if e rate initially established under §342.2(b) 
is challenged as not just and reasonable end a lower rate is found appropriate, the pipeUne may have to pay 
reparations for the amount overcharged. In contrast, if e co6t-supported rate approved as just and reasonable 
under §342.2(a) is challenged and a reduction is required to a new level found to be just and masonabll, that 
reduction b given only prospactJve effect, and there are no mparatmns. 

11. In the Memorandum accompanying the certification, the ALJ stated that it was undisputed that BP has 
never performed a cost-based calculation for transportation charges on the Western Corddor since it has retied on 
§342.2(b) as a b e ~  for its rate. The ALl also recognized that in SFPP, LP., Opinion No. 435, 86 FERC ql61,022___, 
at p. 61.1.1_3 (1999), mh'g denied, 0 9 ~ N _ ~  435-j~ 91 FERC 161,135, at p. 61,516 (2000) (SFPP), the 
Commission had concluded that just and reasonable rates for a reparations period should be calculated in 
accordance wittl the Oblnion No. 154-8 method and compared with the pipaline's rates in effect at that tvne. The 
difference would be the principal amount of the reparations owing. 

12. Naverthellss, the ALJ hed a concern that it might not be appropriate to order BP to perform the cest-of- 
service study because: 

(1) BP is the respondent - i t  does not have the burden of proof on the "just end reasonable" issue; (2) BP was 
defending the reasonableness of its transportation charges under the p ¢ o ~  of Section 342.2(b) of the oil 
pipeline regulations --not under the theory that its cost c=dculltions supported the reasonableness of its charges; 
(3) Sinclair did not establish in its Direct Testimony and Exhibits that BPs invocation of Section 342.2(b) was 

h b • cchc e cb hgh e 
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unlawful or unreasonable. ~ 

13. Given these concems, the ALJ questioned whether it "was within my authority to require ... BP to - in 
essence-create evidence to supped Sinclaifs allegation. "5 

14. That BP was the respondent and did not have the burden of proof on the "just and reasonable" issue does 
not exempt it from supplying, during the discovery stage of the proceeding, information that only it has. While 
Sinclair has the ultimate burden of proof, this does not mean that it must produce all the rnatedal to support its 
daim when it is not in possession of certain information necessary to its claim. Sinclair obviously does not have 
the records to calculate BP's costs. Moreover, Sinclair asserted that when Rocky Mountain adopted BP's rates in 
2002, "it [Sinclair] requested cost-of-sennce data from Rocky Mountain but Rocky Mountain denied its request. .6 
BP has maintained that it does not have the cost records to prepare a cost-based calculation. Hewers', as the 
ALJ states, oil pipe/ines can be required to perform "analyses based on the 154-B methodology for retrospective 
rote examination where reparations am required in c a s e - ~  s~JatJons." (Memo at P 31). Such a situation can 
exist hem if it is established that SInc~r is eligible for reparations/BP is in the best IX~d0on to provide the 
necessary information, since the annual report i n f o ~  filed ~ the Commission in FERC Form No. 6 would 
not be sufficient to enable Sinclair to make the necessary calculations, e In this situation, discovery can be utilized 
to obtain infon-natton for Sinclair to use to make the necessary evtdent~m/record. 9 

15. The AI.J stated that another factor in questioning whether to require BP to prepare e cost study was that 
BP was "defending the reasonableness of its transpodatJon charges under the provisions of Section 342.2(b)... 
not under the theory that its cost calculat~ns supported the reasonableness of its charges." A rate, however, can 
be challenged undo" Section 13(1) of the Interstate Commerce Act as to whether it is not just and reasonable, as 
Sinclair has done hem, without regard to how the rate was established initially. The first step in determining 
whether a rate in 

~1,01B] 

effect was the proper one is to devetop a cost of sen,'ice for the pipeline. I° 

16. Intertwined wi~ the certified question is BP's pending ~ to dismiss. The AI.J noted in the 
Memorandum that BP has moved to dismiss ttm complaint on the grounds that Sinclair was not the shipper of the 
oil it purchased. BP argues that as a result, Sinclair was not in pdvity with BP, and under Commission precedent 
may not seek repambons, c~ing a recent C, onvrinmion order, Big West Oil Co. v. Fron~er Pipeline Co., 106 F_E.RC 

(2004). Both Sinclair and Commission staff urge the ALJ to deny BP's motion. 

17. In its complaint, Sinclair contended that the rate charged by BP when Sinclair purchased and was 
banspoded on the Western ~ was not • just and reasonable rote. Skc/ak" also Included other allegations 
which the ~ noted in both the Heidng Order and the Order on Rehearing. Thus, in the Heat/ng Or'tier, 
102 FERC ql61.117 at P 31. ttm ~ 8tatsd that Sindair's complalnt raised am luue as to whether ~he 
pipe~'m companm' actk~s wi~ respect to transportat~n on the Western Co f l t~  system mlawfully confuted 
undue preferences on lhe oiher shlppen~ or purchasem of orude oll t m ~  through the Western Corddo¢ 
system." In the Omrer on R e h ~ ,  104 FERC 181.290 at P 17 (2003), the Commission mfecmd to Sinclalds 
contention that "it was not a shipper of record because BP Pipeline refused to permit any company other than its 
own madmttng affiliam to use the pipeline." 

18. BP's mobon raises the quel~on whether in the circumstances of this case, Sinclair somehow meets the 
"shipper" requirement which would entitle it to seek reparations horn BP. If the ALl were to lind that ~nclalr 
meets that requirement, then ~e  coet lltudy would be necessap/to debm~ne whettmr ttm ~ ~ r  ~ ~ 
just and reasonable. If the AI.J were to conclude that Sinclair does not satisfy this requirement, them remains the 
ques~on whether b'tem is merit to SInc~ifs claim that BP's actions, Inc/uding those of its affiliates, may have 
depdved Sinc~ir of the ability to become a 8hipp~ on the Westsm Contdor. Should the AI.J find in Sinc~dr's favor 
on this issue, Sinclair might be entYded to damages, possibly in the form of reparations, and the cost study would 
be necessary. 

19. A cost study thus may be relevant in this case depending on Sinckdfs showing regarding its eligibility for 
reparations as eider a shipper on the Western ~ system, or as a party injured by BP's discriminatory denial 
of SincJair's access to the Westem Corridor system. If a showing is made, the matter could then proceed to a 

h b • cchc e c b  hgh  e 
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determination as to whether the rates charged by BP on the Western Conidor system were not just and 
reasonable, what the just and reasonable rate should have been, and whether that difference should be the basis 
for an awarc of reparations. At this point in the procedural schedule, the ALJ can proceed to a determination as to 
SincJair's eligibility for reparations and then order a cost study of BP if necessary. On the other hand, the ALJ can 
proceed nov/as to all questions, even if contingent, that could affect the outcome of the proceeding, thereby 
enabling continuing hearings so that if the first step, determining SincJair's eligibility for reparations, has been 
fulfilled, the exit ing record will allow a decision to be reached on the second step, determining whether Sinclair is 
enlttled to an award of reparations 

The Commission orders: 

The answer to the certified question is that the ALJ may require BP to prepare a cost-of-sen/ice study as 
discussed i~ the body of this order. 

' 106 FERC__~3.025 (2004). 

2 1 ~  F ~  1 ~  (2003), reh~ den/ed, 104_ FERC 1161.290 (2003). 

,~ 104 _FF~ ~t g. 61.991 atP 19. 

+ Memoranclum at P 33. 

5 Memorandum at P 34. 

6 I~2_FERC at p. 61,313 at P 9. 

z P r o s ~ e  rates for BP are not at issue since Rocky Mountain has acquired BP's interest in the Western 
Corridor system 

a The Commission concluded that Sindalr's complaint alleged reasonable grounds for asserting violations of the 
Intafstate Commerce Act, met the threshold requlmmenta of Secfton 385.206 of the CommissiOn's regulaCdons, 
and appropriately raised issues regarding the justness and reasonableness of rates on the Western Corridor 
system and whether BP's actions unlawfully con~nrad undue preferences on others. 102 FERC ql61.117 at P :)1 
(2003). 

See ARCO Ptoduots, 93 FERC 1183.013. at o. 65.043 (2000). 

1o We need not consider the third factor noted by the AI.J, namely whether use of Section 342.2(b) to establish 
the initial rate was appropriate since it does not bear on the issue presented. 
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